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Carbon the supreme
Harshitha Achar

Carbon a.k.a the most versatile

That

element is found all around us.

atmosphere works to trap heat

But

this

close to Earth. It helps Earth to

element is made in the interiors

hold on to some of the energy it

of

makes

gets from the Sun so the energy

carbon the fourth most abundant

obtained does not escape back

element in the universe.

into space. And if it weren't for

Carbon has several uses ranging

this greenhouse effect, Earth's

from making of paper to writing

oceans would be frozen solid.

on it (courtesy graphite).it is also

Earth would not be the beautiful

used for extinguishing fires. This

blue and green planet of life that

element combines with oxygen

it is. Last but not the least, all

do

stars?

you

know

This

that

easily

means

CO2

in

the

living things on Earth contain
carbon. Lots of it. In fact 18% of
our body is PURE carbon! Plants
are almost half carbon (45%
approx)!
If not for the greenhouse effect, Earth would be an ice ball

present in the atmosphere to
form CO2 gas. And as all of you
know CO2 is a green house gas.

Perils of polythene
Labeeba Begum

Imagine a hundred years in the

Children choke to death due to

future,

be

these bags. Is this worth it? Our

suffocated by their own creation;

future generations can no longer

polythene bags. Every corner you

enjoy the beautiful beaches or

turn, the places you love are

aroma of nature. Instead they

infiltrated with plastic bottles,

are stifled by the toxic fumes

glasses but most of all plastic

which infuse the air. The perils of

bags. Every step you take, your

polythene outweigh its perks.

feet land on plastic bags. You

Every minute, one billion plastic

realize the Earth has become a

bags

cake, covered with layers of

worldwide. The use of plastic and

plastic, filth and dirt but it would

plastic bags is much larger of a

be too late then.

problem than what we are aware

The waves in the beach roll upon

of. They will gradually become a

holding within its grasp polythene

sword pointing towards us.

bags, drifting miles away into the

Therefore,

deep ocean. Have you paused for

planet

a moment and thought about the

alternatives like tote bags. Also

marine wildlife? The turtles on

you can recycle polythene bags.

feeding these bags have died!

Don’t blow it- good planets are

The polythene bags also drift

hard to find.

humans

would

away to settle on rocks thus
destroying the landscape.

are

being

stop

Earth

consumed

harming

and

use

our
other

Kiss beauty fads goodbye
Laksha Ailani and Sanjana Shetty

Teenagers

•

•

nowadays

apply

concealer, put a bit on the pad of

products without thinking about

your middle finger and pat it in.

exactly what they are applying.•

Vaseline is your best friend

We guide you!

Whether it’s removing eye make-

Skip the foundation

up or if it’s fixing up scaly,

Applying thick foundation when

chapped lips, Vaseline will always

you’ve got zits, absolute no-no.

be there for you. Slather on a

Foundation is for women over 35.

bunch of Vaseline, then use a

Teenagers have natural beauty,

toothbrush to massage lips. Wipe

and foundation just covers that

the excess off on a tissue. Your

up and make you look like a fake

lips will be smooth and soft.

doll. Instead, cover up blemishes•

You can never go wrong with

with concealer, then follow with a

layers

powder

moisturizer.

Long layers are great for any hair

Tinted moisturizers tend to be

type: Super curly, straight or

lighter than heavy foundations.

wavy. But too many short layers

You pat concealer in, you

is just ridiculous.

or

tinted

never rub it in
We know this from watching the
Tyra Banks show. When applying

•

•

Don't let nails go

- Most widely used treatment for

If you don’t like manicures and

reducing the swelling around and

pedicure, it’s okay. Make sure to

dark circles below the eyes.

keep nails clean and the same

- Work like natural eye pads and

length. If you do want to paint

you can just leave small slices of

them, don't keep the polish until

it on your eyes while taking a

half of it's chipped away. Long

small nap.

toe-nails are one of the most

-

disgusting things in this world.

washes and many other beauty

Scrubs are great for dry skin

products due it its cleansing and

Many people have dry, itchy skin

cleaning property.

in winter. Our advice; invest in a
scrub and handmitts and scrub
away in the bathtub. Make sure
to slather on a thick moisturizer
afterward. For dry, callousy feet,
buy a pumice stone. They work

much better than any makebelieve cream.
•

Getting rid of tan

Ingredient in face packs, face

Remember...Beauty is
mostly internal
Think about a girl you know
who's overweight yet all the guys
love her. Why? Because she's
confident. If you aren't wearing
makeup and your toes haven't

is super

been

repainted

in

weeks,

if

easy! Mix a small amount of

you're happy and smiling you will

turmeric powder with curd. Apply

still be 10 times prettier than the

on the tanned areas everyday.

most popular girl sitting next to

Why cucumber ‘s good for us

you in class. Trust us ;)

9 steps to being a healthy teenager
aaksha seque ira

Concerned

•

about why

people

keep telling you not to slouch,

all

why you won’t lose weight and

homework,

why, basically, you don’t feel very

studying late for their exams.

well many a time? We give you

With all these activities including

the answers, the dos and the

late night messages and movies,

don’t’s.

they can develop a case of

Start off by drinking loads of

insomnia.

water.

body

needs at least 8 hours of sleep a

hydrated with several glasses of

night. Getting 7 to 8 hours of

water a day will help regulate

sleep

metabolism and purify your body.

contributing to how healthy you

A good rule of thumb is to take

are. Getting enough sleep raises

your weight and divide in half to

your alertness during the day,

find out how much water you

and minimizes anxiety.

Keeping

your

should be drinking daily. i.e. If
you weigh 100 pounds, you need
to drink half that weight in

ounces (50 ounces) of water
everyday.
•

pattern. Many teenagers stay up

Maintain

a

regular

sleep

night

is

completing
assignments

The

a

average

major

their
or

teen

factor

•

•

Eat a healthy breakfast every•

Eat meals slowly and stop

morning before leaving for

eating once you're full. Many

school. A pack of Krispy Kreme

people feel the need to take a

doughnuts won't do. Breakfast is

second serving of food because it

the

meal,

looks really appetizing. I am one

because it provides your body

of those many people. Hunger is

with its first fuel of the day. Good

your body's way of letting you

breakfast

fruit,

know that it needs fuel. Fullness,

eggs, milk, cream of wheat,

or satiety, is your body's way of

oatmeal, or toast. Starting with a

letting you know it doesn't need

good breakfast will also keep you

any more food. If you stop eating

concentrated during the day, and

when you are full, you will get

you will have fewer cravings.

hungry every couple of hours,

Avoid junk food. This isn't only

which is a good thing, this means

limited to the food served in fast

your body is using what you give

food outlets such as McDonalds,

it.

most

important

foods

include

KFC or Subway. All foods that
have no nutritional value are
considered as junk food. Stick to
healthy foods that are high in
protein, vitamins and minerals;

your body will be able to use
these things much better than
junk food.

•

Stick to a hygiene regimen.•

Try to stick with a supportive

Wash your face in the morning

group of friends, and do fun

and at night before you go to

activities

bed to keep your skin healthy

involved with lots of things can

and clean. Brush your teeth two

boost your self esteem and make

to three times a day (after you

you a happy teen. A happy teen

wake, after meals, before bed)

is a healthy teen.

for a clean and fresh mouth.
Taking care of your appearance
will also make you feel better
about
yourself, which really is the most
important thing.
•

Keep

good

posture.

Don't

slump during class! Hold yourself
straight.

There

are

many

exercises that can help. If you
have a laptop, work at a desk or
with your back propped up.
•

Make sure you believe in
yourself. This will help self
esteem and stick with whatever
you put your mind to.

with

them.

Being

Our Take On The Biggest Songs In The UAE
nidhi Anand and Aroma Joshi

•

•

Gangnam style (PSY) :- •

We are never ever getting back

There are not many Asian artists

together (Taylor Swift) :-

who’ve made it big in the music

The reviews we heard about

industry and PSY with his clean

Taylor’s previous albums were, by

beats and rather goofy but fun

very frank critics, that “all her

type Gangnam Style has topped

music sounds the same” and “she

all the charts we can think of!

keeps crying”. They spoke too

One

more

(Maroon

5)

soon. Never Ever not only shows

:-

she has a versatile voice but she

We don’t think Maroon 5 even

does have other emotions apart

needs critics after the evergreen

from crying.

‘Moves

•

night

like

Jagger’

and•

As long you love me (Justin

‘Payphone’. All we can say is keep

Bieber fest. Big Sean) :-

it up Maroon 5!

Have to admit, there was a time

Turn

up

Movement

the

love

feat.

(Far East

Cover

Drive)

JB’s fans were only teenage girls
but after “Boyfriend” and “As

:-

Long As You Love Me”, he has

A song that pumps you mood

managed to attract other age

with every beat. Both artists new

groups as well. He has definitely

and when they come together,

shown a remarkable difference in

we’re speechless.

his music and is not a ‘KID’
anymore.

•

•

Say something (Austin Mahone)

We’ve heard of boy bands but no

:-

girl band after the Spice Girls.

Hats off to the new comer with

Here’s the girl band with their hit

the hottest single Say Something!

single

Austin is the new teen pop

Amazing singers,

sensation and has had a good

beauty!

start. Clean song with catchy•

Good time (Owl City feat. Carly

beats.

Rae Jepsen) :-

Broken

hearted

(Karmin)

top

now.

voices and

Look who’s back after ‘Call Me
Maybe’. Yes! Carly Rae Jepsen

Honestly we’ve have never heard

with the hit ‘Good Time’. This

any song of theirs become a hit

song is the type to calm your

like the way this one did. This

mood.

accompanied by her amazing
voice and crazy hairdo. Keep it
going, Karmin!
Blow me one last kiss (P!nk)
:According to us this song is a
little monotonous, but she has an
amazing voice. Good luck next
time.
•

on

:-

song has an amazing rhythm

•

‘Wings’

Wings (Little Mix) :-

Restaurant review – The Terrace
sarah Shaikg

^_^ - Forget the diet, binge and come back
:D – Fill up till the buttons pop
:) – Reached expectations
:/ - That shawarma joint downstairs is better
o.O – What the heck was that?

•

Where: Al Jarf, near GMU campus, Ajman

•

Décor: Geometrically formal

•

Atmosphere: Formal…but not in an uncomfortable way

•

Must have: Butter chicken (under the name chooza khaas makhani),
paneer jhalfrezi

•

Price: Economical.

•

Rating: ^_^/:D

When I tell you about a high-

placed on our table. The starter

class restaurant, I bet you’d

was tasty and came in the right

automatically think binge, binge,

quantity. Pieces of naan covered

and

parents

in a buttery infusion, served with

would go spend, spend, and

strips of vegetables and such a

spend! If you ever plan on going

tasty white sauce, I sat the whole

to Terrace, you may just be able

time

to prove your parents wrong.

schezwan noodles reached our

Terrace

the

table first. Though it didn’t live

high-class

up to what you would expect out

binge!

And

our

meets

all

expectations

of

a

restaurant.

Awesome

finishing

that

off.

The

décor,

of brilliant schezwan noodles, it

delicious food… but it’s not only

didn’t really disappoint either.

gastronomy-friendly.

One by one, the other dishes

It’s

also

wallet friendly.

started

As soon as we enter, I’m like

chicken arrived, along with the

Wow, this is going to be pretty

garlic naan. Cooked perfectly,

tasty… and pricey. Identically

boneless

dressed, smiling staff stand at

mouth, it looked, smelled and

each table. We sit at a table and

tasted great. The chicken is soft

go through the menu, while a

and succulent and the gravy is

woman greets with a tray of cool

thick, creamy and had a little

and refreshing mint lemonade.

sweet tang to it.

We give our orders, when the

Hara bhara chicken was the next

complimentary

arrival. This dish wasn’t my

starters

are

arriving.

and

The

butter

melt-in-your-

exact favorite. I understand it’s

were sweet, but still maintained

hara bhara, but thevegetables

their original flavors. The chicken

still tasted a bit funny and were a

masala was the star of the night.

little toochunky. The chicken was

It bursts in your mouth with all

good, but not perfectly cooked as

those good things mixed in it.

one would expect. The mixed

The chicken was laid in a spicy

vegetables dish which arrived

red

tasted very good and was spicy,

delectable, I could cry with joy.

according to my vegetable-loving

The desserts tend to be few and

food partners. I tasted a little

a bit on the pricey side at

myself and it wasn’t all too

Terrace. I would recommend this

disappointing.

restaurant for anyone giving a

Three

dishes

arrived next.
Egg

fried

version

is

rice

(a

vegetable

available),

paneer

fried rice lived up to expectation
rice

so

spicy,

treat (Hint, hint ;) ).

jhalfrezi and chicken masala. The
with

sauce

and

egg

properly

cooked. The paneer jhalfrezi was
a hit with everyone. Even though
the paneer was extremely soft

and melted in your mouth, it
wouldn’t disintegrate till you cut
it. The caramelized vegetables

yet

so

Rec ipe – Aloo ki tikki
spurthi D.

Ingredients

•

Potato, boiled and mashed

6 medium

•

Salt, to taste

•

Olive oil +deep fry

1 tablespoon

•

Onion ,chopped

1 medium

•

paneer, grated

¼ cup

•

Fresh coriander leaves,chopped

¼ cup

•

Cashewnuts,crushed

6-8

•

Red chilli powder

½ tablespoon
Method

Add salt to mashed potatoes and knead into a smooth dough. Divide
into twelve equal portions. Heat one tablespoon of olive oil in a pan
and sauté onion till translucent. Cool and mix with paneer, coriander
leaves, cashewnuts, red chilli powder and salt. Divide the mixture into

twelve equal portions. Stuff each portion of mashed potato with a
portion of the paneer mixture. Roll and shape into tikkis (roundels) of
approximately

two-inch

diameter

and

half-inch

thickness.

Heat

sufficient oil in a kadai (wok) and deep-fry the tikkis till golden brown.
Drain and place on absorbent paper. Serve hot with tomato ketchup or
mint chutney. This is a quick and easy dish to make.

Photography tips
Sarah Shaikh

•

•

Everyone can pretend to be a

down your face) and taking it

professional

from a different angle makes it

photographer

by

owning the latest Nikon D300 or

look a lot more interesting.

posing with the coolest camera•

When taking portraits, if you

around town. But not everyone

have a camera with a fill flash

can

attachment (an extra flash other

prove

themselves

to

be

excellent photographers. Here I’ll

than

give you a few tips on how to up

camera itself), use it. This will fill

your photography level.

in the shadows, show the actual

Know all your modes perfectly

skin tone and make any unsightly

and

optical

marks on the face, like under-eye

viewfinder (the thing above the

bags, fade. If you have a normal

display that you can look into),

point-and-shoot camera, put it on

use it as much as possible. You’ll

soft-skin mode. If you don’t have

be able to judge perfectly which

that mode, put it on portrait

shot is going to look best. You’ll

mode

also look much more professional

balances out the exposure. One

:P

more thing; if the subject is

When you are taking abstract

placed between white walls while

photographs, getting close to the

the photograph is being taken,

object

the light reflects and comes back

if

you

have

(unless

it’s

an

something

that’s going to drag its hands

the

one

inbuilt

in

the

(obviously). This mode

to the face.

•

•

Light flares or sunbursts (when•

This will allow you unlimited time

the sunlight comes in that huge

to do the light painting. If not,

ring) are considered annoyingby

set your exposure timing to the

many of us. And for good reason.

maximum your camera allows,

It can take dominance in a photo

usually

and cause everything else to look

aperture to f/11. Always go for a

black. But if you can use it

low ISO setting like 100 or 200.

creatively, it looks beautiful, adds

Hold the shutter down and paint

a sense of depth and gives a

your stuff!

cheerful look to the photograph.•

Have you noticed those photos

You could make the person turn

which are sharp in one area and

their head back and have the

then

sunburst peeping from the far

another?

side of their face.

technique. It’s very, very simple

Light painting is an amazing

and anyone could do it. For

concept

You

example, let’s take a table with a

need a flashlight/laser, digital

vase at the closer end and a

camera with manual settings,

book at the further end. You can

Tripod stand/table, a very dark

position

room and/or another person. Set

interesting angle, for example,

up the camera on the tripod

with only the title facing you.

stand and do the settings. Always

Focus on the vase and click the

put the camera in manual mode

picture. The book gets blurred

for

and

light

in

photography.

painting.

Set

your

camera to Bulb mode if available.

30

seconds.

beautifully
That’s

the

you

photograph.

have

Set

blurred
the

book

an

the

in

focusing

at

an

amazing

Dream on…an 8th grade class story
ex-class 8A, now known as 10A

“Hey! How are you mom, dad?”

his family and that I should move

“We’re

on with the past.

fine.

How

are

you?”

Before I could reply, sunlight hit

Ring! The last bell. On reaching

my face.

Jolted out of my

home, I dashed upstairs dropped

dream, I opened one eye and

all my belongings on the kitchen

saw myself at my desk with a

table and headed upstairs to my

scrap of paper. I put it in a file

room. Strangely, I saw my room

where I jot down all the things I

door half open, casting ashadow

dream about while I am asleep. I

on some figure. I pushed open

wore

the door to catch this intruder of

my

necklace

crescent
which,

shaped

mysteriously,

mine.

never opens.

“Uncle Mark?!”

I freshened up and gave a quick

“Oh

brush to my short auburn hair. I

from school a-a-already?”

took my backpack, grabbed a
slice of toast and rushed out of
the house.

The trip to school

was short and before I realized it,
I had reached.

I never really

found out how my parents died.
Uncle

Mark

rarely

mentioned

them, always saying that he was

H-H-Helene

dear, b-back

“I return from school every day
at this time. May I ask, what are
you snooping around here for?” I
enquired.

This

wasn’t

Uncle

Mark’s usual behavior at all. He
doesn’t snoop around where he
doesn’t belong, he doesn’t stutter

with every second word. His

As I was going through the lines

jelled hair is never messy and he

I came across this one line-

wouldn’t dare step out of his

‘Dream as you’ll live forever’.

room without his office shoes.

As I read that aloud, I heard a

“Nothing,

Uncle

sound around my neck to see my

hastily walking out. I walked in

pendent gently open and a still,

and saw my folder strewn across

soft voice similar to my mother’s

my bed. Running to my bed I

spoke to me. It told me the

wrenched open the folder. Tears

reason for my existence. “Uncle

flooded my eyes. My folder was

Mark isn’t your uncle.” It said.

the only article I could label

“His name is Vilgas. He wants to

‘mine’. I always found life so

destroy you to take over the

unfair seeing as first my parents

world. Your parents died trying to

were taken away from me, my

kill

house was burnt down to ashes

obstruction

and now my folder of all my

tenderly it told me that I am not

precious and memorable dreams

an ordinary child and that I was

was invaded. Many a time I’ve

the only one who could destroy

felt that dreaming was the only

Vilgas.

solution for me to find some

hearing

happiness in my life. At this

murdered my parents. I dashed

moment

sleeping

into my uncle’s office. I felt a

forever just so that I could dream

sudden boost of courage and

ceaselessly.

roared “It’s over Vilgas. I came to

Dear”,

I

felt

said

like

him.

I

You’re

in

is

the

only

way.”

Very

was

enraged

upon

that

Uncle

Mark

know all about you.” I think that

kept recollecting. I was running

was a bit too dramatical. My

out of thoughts. I was blank. I

uncle turned and a smile spread

shut my eyes tightly.

across his face. The room turned

After a few minutes I heard the

dark.

thought that

sound of someone scream. I

clicked my mind then was ‘Dream

rapidly opened my eyes. To my

as you’ll live forever’. A flashback

astonishment my uncle wasn’t in

of all my dreams ran through my

my sight. I looked down and all I

mind. I tried hard to recollect

saw was my uncle as still as a

only serene dreams. I opened my

vegetable lying on the floor. I

eyes to notice that every time I

destroyed Vilgas and the next

recollected something good my

thing I saw was a bright light

uncle began to shrink and my

from my pendant soon after

pendant glowed. He tried to grab

which it fell to the ground. My

my pendant but I ran back and

eyes were filled with tears of joy.

forced myself to think of every

Now I was an ordinary teenager

pleasant thing that has ever

with an extraordinary life.

happened to me. He leaped into

Just believe in your dreams and

the air after me. I had no place

who knows, someday it might be

to

a reality.

The

run

only

and

I

began

losing

courage but this voice from my

pendant kept encouraging me.
I felt my head get heavier and I
fell right to the ground. I still

Hidden side (a song)
Anieka Seque ira

Do you see that girl, with big

extra mile.

brown eyes?

You don't try to get to know their

Smiling and laughing, hiding her

hidden side.

tears?

She cuts, she bleeds

Well, she has a secret that

But she'll never see, that she's so

nobody knows.

much more than she'll ever

She has a dark side that nobody's

believe.

seen.

She's hoping someone will notice

She says life's perfect but wishes

that she's dying inside.

that were true.

You're the only one who can

She's wondering when she'll

make her feel important.

finally know she's through.

But you want to please those

(Chorus) Look around you, at

who'll never treat you right.

those smiling faces.

There are tears behind her smile.

They have stories they're afraid
to tell.

They have pasts, they're trying to
forget.
They're pretending to be
someone else, someone they're

not,
Hoping you'll see what's
underneath.
But you don't want to go that

There's a voice behind her
silence.

A voice that's crying for help.
A voice that wants to be heard.
If you listen closely, you can
listen to her thoughts.
If you open your eyes, you'll see
that she's hurting.

Brush strokes

Photo shoot

Sarah BS Photography

By Sarah
Shaikh
Sarah BS Photography

Sarah BS Photography

By Samanvi
Shetty

By Shreya
Raghunath

I LOL you, you LOL me…
Veena Kamdar

•

Girl to guy: Do you wanna lose ten pounds of ugly fat? Cut off your
head.

•

Where can we find a sea without water and earth without people?
Ans: On the map

•

Which is the laziest mountain?
Ans: Ever-rest

•

My friend went to a pharmacy last week and asked, "Can you make up

something for me?" The pharmacist said, "George Clooney was in here
ten minutes ago.” "Really?“ "No. I made it up.”
•

I had a terrible dream last night. I dreamt that I had eaten a twelve
pound marshmallow. When I awoke this morning, my pillow had gone.

•

The weather hasn’t been too bad this week – it only rained twice. 1st, it
rained for 3 days and 2nd time for 4 days.

•

Should this note blow away and you do not read it, please let me know

as soon as possible and I will leave you another one.
•

Mr. Parker: Police, help me, I can’t find my son.
Police: Sorry, I am not good at hide and seek.

•

(Court in disorder) Judge: Order! Order!
Culprit: Two hamburgers and a soda please.

Everyday I’m trolloling!

By Chandni Ganglani

By Sarah Shaikh

Sudoku – simple
P. Shruti

hard

This is the end
of the road

Editor’s Note
This is the first magazine made
by the class of 10 A…any
criticisms should be told over
non-existent telephone or
emailed to this-email-id-doesnot-exist@fake.com
You can actually contact me at
sars_sbs97@hotmail.com
This has taken loads of effort
and all the humour, art,
photographs, etc are the
trademark of class 10 A!!!
Enjoy :D

